MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Fully accredited by the Council on Social Work Education, the UTA Master of Social Work cohort is offered exclusively in downtown Fort Worth. During our 14 or 24-month program, you will learn to practice social work effectively and ethically within a framework that emphasizes strengths and an evidence-informed practice. The curriculum integrates diversity, social justice, empowerment, and a critical thinking perspective. You will learn about the history of the social work industry, the variance in career fields and how to best identify and obtain your ideal professional social work practice. Upon graduation, you will be fully qualified to step into roles like program administrator, manager, clinical practitioner, consultant and more.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

- UTA School of Social Work ranked among the top 35 in the nation by U.S. News and World Report
- Complete your MSW degree in as little as 14 or 24 months
- Specialize in Direct Practice with Children & Families and receive a Certificate in Administration
- Classes meet Wednesday and Thursday evenings to promote a greater work-school-life balance
- 41 or 64-hour accelerated cohort program (Start and finish with a core group of students)
- Highly collaborative and supportive learning environment

“THE TOP RANKED UTA SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK HAS A STRONG ACADEMIC REPUTATION WITH AMAZING PROFESSORS THAT PREPARED ME TO MAKE MEANINGFUL CONTRIBUTIONS TO MY STATE AND COMMUNITY. I’M THRILLED TO HAVE STUDIED AT UTA WHERE MY CULTURE AND DIVERSITY IS CELEBRATED AND SUPPORTED! MUCHAS GRACIAS UTA!”

LUBIA BANDA GWAK, MSW
ABOUT UTA FORT WORTH

**UTA Fort Worth**, a satellite campus of the University of Texas at Arlington, has transformed the historic Santa Fe Freight Station into a state-of-the-art facility and forward-thinking learning environment. Conveniently located in downtown Fort Worth within steps of public transportation, the campus provides a professional, yet comfortable, atmosphere for students to collaborate and network in and out of the classroom.

In addition to providing smaller, more intimate classes, students attending UTA’s Fort Worth campus enjoy unique benefits and amenities, such as classrooms equipped with smart board technology and class recording capabilities, private study and meeting spaces, computer and printing resource lab, a fully-stocked Maverick Market, fitness facility, recycling center, on-site security and free parking.